35th Map Competition Results

Judging conducted February 2, 2008

Judges: Barbara Fine, retired
         Tanya Allison, Montgomery College, Maryland
         Tom Patterson, National Park Service
         Paul D. McDermott, retired
         Dan Cole, Smithsonian Institution

Best of Show
Census Atlas of the United States
Trudy A. Suchan, Marc J. Perry, James D. Fitzsimmons, Anika E. Juhn, Alexander M. Tait, and Cynthia A. Brewer
International Mapping Associates/U.S. Census Bureau
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Professional
Best of Category: Reference
Political Map of Maryland
Alexander Tait, Scott Edmonds, Mike Means, and Judy Nielsen
International Mapping/Equator Maps

[no sample]
Best of Category: Thematic

*Louisiana Shoreline Change 1937–2000*

John Snead, R. Hampton Peele, and S. Ahmet Binselan
Louisiana State University/Louisiana Geological Survey

Best of Category: Book/Atlas

*Census Atlas of the United States*

Trudy Suchan, Marc Perry, James Fitzsimmons, Anika Juhn, Alexander Tait, and Cynthia Brewer
International Mapping Associates/U.S. Census Bureau

[no sample]
Best of Category: Recreation/Travel

*Pacific Crest National Scenic Trail: California Series and Cascade Series*

Daniel J. Spring, Rad Smith, Angela Ballard, Kevin McCann, Jean Ann Carroll, Dave Lang, Kevin Kolb, Mark Flannery, and Bonnie Lippitt

USDA Forest Service – Region 6 and Region 5
Best of Category: Interactive/Digital

*Climbing Kilimanjaro*

Erin Aigner, Vu Nguyen, and Joe Ward

The New York Times
Honorable Mentions (8 Maps)

*National Geographic Atlas of China*
Carl Mehler
National Geographic Book Division

*Classroom E-Atlas of the United States*
Edward Kladky
Geonova Publishing, Inc.
The Panama Canal
Cartographic Services
World Book Publishing
Regional Map of Metropolitan Chicago
Leonard Walther
Northern Illinois University, Department of Geography

Thoreau–Wabanaki Trail
Michael Hermann
Purple Lizard Maps and Maine Woods Forever
Garibaldi Park, British Columbia, Canada Bivouac Backcountry Series

Jeff Clark

Clark Geomatics Corporation
The Adirondack Park – A Park of People and Natural Wonder
John W. Barge
Map Relief
Student
Arthur Robinson Award for Best Printed Map
*Canadian Crime: Canada and Halifax, Nova Scotia*
Colin Lundrigan
Nova Scotia Community College Centre of Geographic Science

*Award sponsored by National Geographic Society*
David Woodward Award for Best Electronic Map

*World Freedom Atlas*

Zachary Johnson

University of Wisconsin
Honorable Mentions

**Dry Belt**

Wesley Jones

Nova Scotia Community College
An Interactive/Animated Atlas of Japan’s Population Characteristics

Michael Wellman
University of Georgia